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Featured in this issue is Assistant Professor Kohji Hotta, 

who pursues research into development and evolution of organisms using 

the sea squirt (ascidian, tunicate). 

The Research

Shedding light on the mechanism of
development and evolution of organisms using
the sea squirt (ascidian, tunicate)
Making the most of state-of-the-art experiment methods and techniques to promote research 

unlike what it used to be as an organism 
drifting with cilia. It also became possible 
for the sea squirt larva to move on its 
own will thanks to the central nervous 
system that developed at the same time. 
Why did its tail take this shape? My 
focus of interest now is moving to this 
question,” remarks Dr. Hotta. With a 
model of a Coina intestinalis larva in 
his hand, he explains that the tail is a 
complex structure made up of various 
organs, such as the notochord, nerves and 
muscles, and it can take the normal tail 
shape only when these component organs 
have grown in a good balance. 
   Fifteen years have passed since Dr. 
Hotta first took up the study of the sea 
squirt, and he has used the best possible 
experiment methods available at the 
time. For Dr. Hotta, merely identifying 
“the genes that work when the tail grows” 
is not the real aim of his “Study of the 
Tail.” But he is more eager to thoroughly 
shed light on every aspect of the question 
of “What cellular behaviors are required 

In bioscientific research projects, the outcome of each project can vary largely 
depending on “what subject one chooses.” When he was a graduate student, 
Assistant Professor Kohji Hotta of the Department of Biosciences and 
Informatics encountered a marine organism known as the “sea squirt (ascidian, 
tunicate).” Ever since then, he has focused on research using sea squirts. We 
asked Dr. Hotta about his inexhaustible interest in the sea squirt and the latest 
results of his study of this organism. 

Sea squirt — 
an organism called a
“relative of Homo sapiens” 

   Do you happen to know a marine 
organism called the sea squirt? Sea 
squirts can be found in calm sea areas 
where currents are mild, such as canals 
and yacht harbors. Some varieties are 
cultivated as seafood. When sticking to 
craggy surfaces, sea squirts just look like 
plants, but they are actually an animal 
that has a heart and preys on plankton. 
   Asked about his impression of this sea 
animal, Dr. Hotta says, “Maybe because 
I have a yearning for plants.” The reason? 
– Whereas sea squirt larvae that have 
just been hatched from eggs look like 
tadpoles and swim around in the water 
wagging their tails, they lose the tail and 
muscles that were used to move the tail 
when grown up, and dare to choose a 
stationary lifestyle. Another feature that 
makes the sea squirt resemble a plant is 
that it is capable of producing cellulose. 
   “The sea squirt  is  an intriguing 
animal with a number of distinctive 
characteristics. For example, it may 
interest you to know that if you follow 
the sea squirt’s path of evolution, you 
will know that it is one of the relatives 
of vertebrates, including Homo sapiens.” 
In the process of forming its tail, a sea 
squirt larva extends its tail by making a 
“notochord” inside the body, which will 
extend the body. We human beings also 
have the notochord (later to be replaced 
by the vertebra). This is why the sea 
squirt can be identified biologically as 
a relative of Homo sapiens. As such, if 
we can find points in common between 
the sea squirt and Homo sapiens in their 
processes of development (from the 
egg to the forming of the basic body), it 
will shed light on the most primordial 

structure of organisms. This is the 
significance of research being undertaken 
into development of organisms using 
the sea squirt as a model. As is pointed 
out “the process of ontogeny repeats that 
of phylogeny,” the development process 
of a given animal looks as if the animal 
is following the process of its evolution. 
So it is safe to say that the study of 
development will lead to the elucidation 
of the evolution process. 

Why does the tail grow?

   “By having a tail, the sea squirt larva 
acquired an overwhelming driving force 
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The study of evolution 
assumes that Homo sapiens 
and the likes of the sea squirt 
(deuterostome) acquired 
the ability to form a tail 
by extending their body 
longitudinally (tailbud) so 
that they can swim around 
powerfully in the seawater. 
Because of its simple body 
structure, the sea squirt is an 
ideal organism allowing us to 
investigate into the process 
whereby the tail is formed. 
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the mechanism of human neural tube 
defects.” 

Simple Is Best

   “Many researchers unanimously say 
that the sea squirt is a truly marvelous 
organism. This is because the sea squirt 
larva is simplicity itself and beautiful 
– something consisting only of the key 
elements of vertebrate, eliminating all 
unnecessary elements. Yes, Simple Is Best 
when it comes to model organisms,” says 
Dr. Hotta. For example, a sea squirt Ciona 
intestinalis larva is only 200μm in length 
and very small, consisting of only 3,000 
or so cells in total – small enough to be 
captured within the field of vision with 
a microscope, making it easy for us to 
observe. The small number of cells (3,000) 
also makes it easy for us to follow the 
behavior of cells in their developmental 
process. So we can shed light on how 
each of the organs constituting the tail 
grows. It is also possible to visually 
capture the process in which cells that 
number 32 in the beginning proliferate 
to approximately 300 by repetitive cell 
division. Furthermore, the small number 
of cells means reduced computational 
complexity, which allows us to simulate 
the tail forming process with a limited 
volume of observation data. 
   However, the sea squirt being an easy-
to-observe organism does not necessarily 
mean that experiments are easy. “After an 
egg has been fertilized, we can observe 
the process in which the neural tube is 
formed in 7 to 11 hours.  During three 

for the tail to grow into the final complete 
shape after the genes act?” He continues, 
“I must introduce a physical approach, 
modeling techniques and so on because 
I need to know what forces are exerted 
on the tail  t ip and how substances 
flow. Naturally I need the help of other 
people.” So, he is working together 
with researchers of other universities to 
identify methods of measuring forces that 
are exerted on the tail while collaborating 
with computer science specialists to 
develop a program to simulate the tail 
forming process.

How nerves are formed?

   Dr. Hotta also pays special attention 
to the process in which nerves of the sea 
squirt are formed. The sea squirt’s neural 
tube is made of cells arranged in a sheet 
form, which has been transformed into 
a tubular shape. One end of this neural 
tube grows larger to become the brain 
and the other end becomes the spinal 
cord, thus forming the nervous system 
capable of sensing light and controlling 
the tail movement. By illuminating sea 
squirt nerve cells using fluorescence, Dr. 
Hotta succeeded in capturing sheet-like 
cells transforming into a tubular shape. 
He intends to proceed to more detailed 
research. 
   He adds, “With humans, an inborn 
deformity of the neural tube that cannot 
be closed (neural tube closure defects) 
is known, but its cause is not identified 
yet .  We expect that our study wil l 
contribute much to the elucidation of 

to four hours of this process, we cannot 
leave the microscope because we have 
to constantly keep the microscope in 
focus on the egg according to its growth.” 
Compared to the time required for 
development of other organisms, three 
to four hours are much shorter, but this 
duration is very long for us who have to 
keep looking into the microscope with 
concentration, requiring considerable 
patience. In addition, it is not always 
the case that we can obtain a desired 
exp er iment  resu lt  b e caus e  of  t he 
condition of the egg and various other 
reasons. On the other hand, the results 
of experiments – in the form of visuals 
or others – that have been obtained after 
such had work are valuable and have 
been rated highly.
   There are reasons for Dr. Hotta being 
able to capture good visuals. It is not 
only because the sea squirt is superb 
as a model organism, but also because 
Professor Kotaro Oka, who jointly 
operates this lab, emphasizes imaging 
and measuring technologies. Taking 
advantage of imaging technology, Dr. 
Hotta has created a sea squirt database 
known as “FABA” introducing the sea 
squirt’s stage of growth in 3D visuals, 
which is open to the public (http://
chordate.bpni.bio.keio.ac.jp/faba). Dr. 
Hotta gave his name (“Hotta’s Stage”) 
to each stage of development – an 
expression of his sense of fun and 
attachment for his research. Incidentally, 
this “FABA” is now a world standard. 
   While studies of the sea squirt are being 
pursued worldwide, it seems certain that 
leading-edge research endeavors by Dr. 
Hotta and other Japanese researchers will 
continue to lead the world.

� (Reporter�&�text�writer�:�Akiko�Ikeda)

By color-coding sea squirt’ s tailbud cell by cell, 
we can know that it is made of a surprisingly 
small number of cells. 
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What was your childhood like?
   I was living in Tokai City, Aichi Prefecture up to the time of 
elementary school first grade. Back in those days, I liked catching 
insects, drawing pictures and observing living things. What 
excited me most was when I used a microscope and found water 
fleas and other plankton moving in the water that I had scooped 
from a nearby brook. We had a microscope at home that was 
usually stored in a nicely built wooden box. As a grown-up, I 
wonder why my father, just an ordinary salaried worker, could 
afford such a good microscope. 
  As a vague memory, I remember a day when I made a clay 
model of the interior of a “Devil’s (in Japanese, “o-ni”) ” body, 
which I explained to my grandfather. At the time he told me, 
“Dear grandson, you will become a scholar when you grow up.” 
   I spent my junior and senior high school days in Otsu City, 
Shiga Prefecture, when I belonged to the Field and Athletic Sports 
Club and was running daily along the shore of Lake Biwa. Then 
I entered Hokkaido University and chose the Faculty of Science 
without hesitation so that I could engage in basic science. Given 
my fondness of biology, learning veterinary medicine, fisheries 
science or pharmaceutical faculty may have also suited me. 

How did you encounter sea squirts (ascidian,tunicate) ? 
   At Hokkaido University, I took up a study related to fertilization 
of frogs as the theme of my graduation thesis. Although my initial 
plan was to go on to the graduate school, I had to find another 
university for graduate study because Professor Chiaki Katagiri, 
my mentor, retired. At the time, I had an opportunity to listen 
to a special lecture by Professor Nori Satoh of Kyoto University. 
This served as an impetus for me to make up my mind to study 
at the Satoh lab. Professor Satoh is the top authority in Japan 
in the study of sea squirts(ascidian,tunicate). He is credited for 
enhancing the sea squirt into a model organism. 
   The Satoh lab was a lively place, where I received various kinds 
of intellectual stimulation. On the following day after I first made 
my appearance in the lab, I was told to go to Tohoku University’s 
Asamushi Marine Station in the northern prefecture of Aomori. 
There, I devoted myself to gathering notochord cells by observing 
the development of the sea squirt – sitting behind a microscope 
for as long as one month. Now I know that it was an invaluable 
opportunity for me to learn the ABCs about the development 
of organisms. For 15 years since then, I’ve been engaged in sea 
squirt study. 

Did you choose the career of a biological researcher in
a natural course of development? 
   No, to tell the truth. For example, there are insect researchers 
on one hand and, on the other hand, there are those who enjoy 
collecting insects as a hobby. I had long thought that there is a 
distinction between the two groups. In my graduate school days 
when I was studying under Professor Satoh, it was difficult for 
me to have confidence in living as a researcher. At the time, I 
had five classmates at the lab, one of them was a brilliant person 
known as “one of the best four from Kyoto University” and was 
writing theses on his own as a young student. Another, from the 
University of Tokyo, was full of the pioneer spirit so much so 
that he created a rearing system for appendicularian (“Otama-
boya”in Japanese) in a wish to investigate appendicularian, a field 
left untouched. On the contrary, my awareness of biology as a 
newcomer to the lab remained at a level so low as to think “Living 
things are interesting.” So, at the beginning I was embarrassed 
at the great gap between my fellow students. But after a lapse of 
time, I became absorbed in research before I knew it.
   Impetuses for my awakening were delights and a sense of 
achievements I had when I made presentations at academic 
conferences and presented theses, which gained recognition. 
Because I was thinking that the outcome of studies should be 
returned to society, I then became confident to continue my 
career as a researcher. 
   This confidence, I’m sure, is indebted to the Satoh lab because 
the lab has a culture of valuing even small discoveries and has 
made it a rule to publish students’ research achievements in the 
form of theses to the extent possible. The lab kindly prepared a 
system of rewarding students for their hard work. 
   Now finding myself in a position to guide students, I’m 

Assistant Professor Kohji Hotta has to sayThe Interview

I’ve pursued my favorite study
while occasionally facing trouble
and being at a loss 
“It’s incredible that I have been able to maintain my interest in the sea squirt 
(ascidian, tunicate) for such a long time thus far,” utters Dr. Hotta with an 
overflowing enthusiasm for this study on his face. Although he was fond of 
biology as a child, he had long been unsure about developing this fondness 
in choosing a researcher’s career as a biology specialist, he confesses. In fact, 
there were a number of occasions in the past when he asked himself, “Will it be 
possible for me to accomplish this challenge?” Let’s listen to Dr. Hotta on his 
past thoughts and how he has followed the path of a researcher. 



　　

Every time a lab student’s 
thesis has been accepted, 
OBs and OGs come 
together to celebrate it, 
shouting for joy. 
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trying to do the same. Of course, when it comes to the world of 
research, you cannot always expect good results no matter how 
hard you have worked. Even so, I’d like my students to experience 
the excitement of making a discovery, so I’m willing to advise my 
students so that they can set good (prospective) research policies 
that could yield praiseworthy results. Naturally, I encourage them 
to publish the result of their study in the form of a thesis or other. 

We’ve heard that you’ve had various experiences before 
joining Keio University. Is that right? 
   I’ve been persistently engaged in the study of the sea squirt for 
15 years, but places of research have changed from one place to 
another. When the complete genome sequence of the sea squirt 
was identified, I was learning bioinformatics and evolution at 
the National Institute of Genetics (in Mishima City, Shizuoka 
Prefecture) under Professor Takashi Gojobori. I also studied 
at the National Institute for Basic Biology (in Okazaki City, 
Aichi Prefecture) as well as at the world’s oldest marine station 
in Naples, Stazione Zoologica Anton Dorn, Italy. During my 
postdoctoral period, I was privileged to devote myself to research 
activity in an unrestricted environment thanks to the support of 
many people (in particular, my wife). By changing venues of my 
pursuit, I was also able to meet many new people, learn about 
new experiment methods and absorb many, many things. 
   When I was offered a post at Keio University, what first 
occurred to and worried me was the importance of responsibility 
for fostering the coming generation rather than the possibility 
of losing the freedom I had enjoyed. So I came to Keio with 
determination. 
   About eight years have passed since I joined Keio in 2005. The 
fact that I have stayed here for such a long period of time means 

that Keio is a comfortable place to work. I can feel that Professor 
Kotaro Oka and other people around me have prepared such a 
pleasant environment for me. The Oka lab is often referred to 
as Oka Zoo because studies on a variety of animals are being 
undertaken here. It’s a truly stimulating research environment 
for me as a specialist of the sea squirt. At Keio University, we can 
obtain sufficient research funds if our applications are admitted. 
A system of fostering up-and-coming teaching staff is also 
complete here. 
   If a university has an excellent teaching staff, then students can 
receive good education. 

We’ve heard that you recently initiated a Sweets Club together 
with other teachers, right?
   I have nothing special as a hobby because research activity 
is almost a hobby for me. To tell you the truth, however, I am 
a person with quite a sweet tooth. So I formed a Sweets Club 
together with other Keio staffs, visiting sweets shops when we 
have time. But recently I found myself gaining weight, so I 
bought a bicycle and began cycling from this April to lose weight. 
I like cycling because I can go anywhere I want on my own and 
I can enjoy various townscapes along the route. Perhaps it’s 
because cycling has something in common with a sea squirt larva 
that swims anywhere it likes by moving its tail. Young sea squirts 
move, seeking to find a place to adhere to, as distant from their 
parents as possible. In my case, destinations of cycling are sweets 
shops. Readers of this bulletin, please give me information about 
sweets shops that I can casually drop in by bicycle. 

◎�Some words from students  . . . ◎
● Dr. Hotta is a person I can communicate with on equal terms. 
By frankly exchanging our views, I can sometimes feel that I have 
attained some growth. Above all, I respect Dr. Hotta’s researcher-
like persistence to what he thinks is correct, and his single-
minded attitude toward what attracts his attention. The only 
problem about him is that he comes up with one new idea after 
another, which sometimes overburdens us with things to do. 
� (Reporter�&�text�writer�:�Akiko�Ikeda)

Kohji Hotta
Dr.�Hotta�graduated� from� the�Department�of�Biology,� Faculty�of�Science,�

Hokkaido�University.�He�encountered�the�sea�squirt�(in�other�words,�“ascidian”,�

“tunicate”)�when� studying�at� the�Kyoto�University�Graduate� School� of�

Science.�He�completed�the�doctoral�course�at�the�Kyoto�University�Graduate�

School�of�Science.�He�continued�to�study�at�the�National�Institute�of�Genetics�

(Bioinformatics�&�DDBJ�Research�Center)�as�a�postdoctoral� fellow�of� the�

Japan�Society� for�Promotion�of� Science,� the�National� Institute� for�Basic�

Biology� (Morphogenesis�Division)�and�the�Naples�Marine�Station,�Stazione�

Zoologica�Anton�Dorn�in�Italy.�In�2005,�he�became�a�research�assistant�for�the�

Keio�University’s�Department�of�Biosciences�and�Informatics,�was�promoted�

to�research�assistant� in�2007,�and�then�to�the�current�position�as�assistant�

professor� in�2009.�Dr.�Hotta’s� specialties�are�evolutionary�developmental�

biology,�molecular�biology,�bioimaging�and�bioinformatics.�

http://www.st.keio.ac.jp/kyurizukai
For the full text of this interview

I’d like my students to experience the excitement 
of making a discovery because it will allow them 
to enjoy a sense of achievement and delight as a 
result of being recognized by society! 
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Dr. Hotta has a sweet tooth
and putters around by bike
“I think puttering around by bike is a wonderful hobby in which 
exercise as a remedy for metabolic syndrome and hunting for sweets 
can coexist without problem. I completely lack a sense of direction, 
so it is often the case that I wander off into unknown or unplanned 
places. But this is great fun because unexpected discoveries and 
interesting townscapes await me along the way.” 

I ran and ran along the Mekujiri 
River Cycling Road, mistaking it 
for the Sakai River Cycling Road. 

It is exciting to encounter unexpected 
discoveries as I go along. But on this day I 
finally knew that I had wandered largely off 
the planned route when I noticed the road 
sign indicating “Samukawa city.” 

❸❽ Interesting buildings

Arriving at my destination, I posed 
for a commemorative photo. The 
Enoshima Island can be seen in 
the background. 

❻ Kugenuma Coast

I paid a brief visit to this shrine to 
pray for a safe trip back. 

❼ Shirahata Shrine

This sweets shop happened to come 
into sight. Naturally, I didn’t hesitate 
to enter the shop and enjoyed a cream 
puff and a bean-jam cake to reenergize 
before going back home. 

The big ice-cream cone I got 
at the Iida Ranch was really 
delicious! Arriving at the 
ranch, I’m halfway through the 
planned route of this tour. 

❺ I ida Ranch

After reaching the intended route, 
I took a brief break. It’s only a short 
distance from here to the place where I 
can treat myself to delicious gelato.

The total 
distance 
covered: 
95km!!

❷ Mekujiri  River
     Cycl ing Road

My initial plan was to head for 
the Sakai River Cycling Road, 
but before I knew it I found 
myself standing in front of an 
unfamiliar airfield. 

❶ Atsugi  Airf ield

❹ Sakai  River Anti-
     f lood Pond Park

❾ Chateraise
     (sweets shop)
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● EMBRYOLOGY
Differences� in�the�form�of� living�things�
derive� from� differences� in� the� style�
of�development.�As�such,� comparison�
o f � d e v e l o p m e n t a l � p r o c e s s e s � i s�
indispensable� to�explain� the�diversity�
of� form.�This� book� uses� numerous�
figures�and�photos�to�offer�an�easy-to-
understand�explanation�as�to�embryonic�

development�of�animals�belonging�
to� different� divisions.� Elaborate�
sketches�of�embryonic�development�
are�beautiful�and�pleasant�to�see.�

●  D e v e l o p m e n t  a n d 
Evolution (The “Phylogeny” 
Series) (in Japanese)
All� living� things� have� seemingly�

contradictory� properties�–� commonality� and�
diversity.�This�book�is�a�compilation�of�currently�
avai lable� knowledge� about� evolutionary�
developmental� questions� related� to�animals,�
such�as:�How�can�we�logically�explain�why�living�
things�have�come�to�acquire�these�properties?;�
How�did�multicellular�organisms�originate?;�How�
has�the�formation�of�the�longitudinal�and�dorso-
ventral�axis�evolved?.�

● FIVE KINGDOMS
This� book� is� recommended� as� a�
source�of�basic�knowledge,�allowing�
you� to�answer�when�asked�by�an�
alien�from�outer�space,�“What�forms�
of� life� live�on�the�Earth?”�The�book�
classifies� the�world�of� living�things�
into�five:� the�kingdom�prokaryotae,�
protest�kingdom,� fungus�kingdom,�
plant� kingdom� and� the� animal�
kingdom,�and�describes�division�by�
division�the�characteristics�of� living�
things�belonging�to�each�kingdom.�
You� wi l l � be � surpr i sed � to � f ind�
exceptionally�intriguing�living�things,�
which�you�may�have�known�nothing�
about�before.�

● ENDLESS FORMS MOST BEAUTIFUL: 
The New Science of Evo Devo and the 
Making of the Animal Kingdom
This�book� is� recommended�as�good� reading�on�
evolutionary�developmental� biology.� Its� title� is�
quoted� from�Charles�Darwin’s�“On� the�Origin�of�
Species.”�The�book�gives�a�very�easy-to-understand�
story�about�how�beautiful� forms�of�various� forms�
of�life�were�created�in�relation�to�development�and�
evolution.�

● A Picture Book of Seashore Living Things (in 
Japanese)
Using�a�number�of�color�photos,� this�book� introduces� living�things�
commonly�found�at�Japanese�seashores.�Every�year�a�part�of�our�lab�
members�have�a�seaside�practical�study�session�to�collect�seashore�
creatures,�where�we�encounter�new�creatures�each�time.�My�students�
often�ask,�“Mr.�Hotta,�what�is�this�creature?”�By�having�a�look�at�this�
picture�book�beforehand,� I�can�pretend�to�be�knowledgeable�about�
almost�everything�on�such�occasions.�

● FROM DNA TO DIVERSITY
This�book�explains�evolutionary�developmental�biology�a� little�more�technically�
than�“Endless�Forms�Most�Beautiful.”�The�reader�will�know�what�gene�alterations�
and�how�they�were�instrumental�in�evolution�that�allowed�living�things�to�acquire�
the� forms�they�have�now.�This�book�will�allow� its� readers� to�open�their�eyes� to�
the�fascination�of�evolutionary�developmental�biology.�A�Japanese�version�is�also�
available.�

An�ornament�of�an�8-cell�stage�sea�squirt�that� I� received�
from�Prof.�Satoh�in�commemoration�of�his�retirement.

● Developmental Biology of Ascidians
This�is�a�“Bible”�for�those�who�study�the�sea�squirt.�It�outlines�
sea�squirt’s� fertilization,�embryonic�development,�cell� lineage,�
development� of� organs,� and� reproduction.�The� sea� squirt�
was� able� to� develop� into� a� model� organism� that� we� see�
today� thanks� to�accumulation�of� the�numerous�experiments�
introduced� in� this�book,� including� the�experiment� that�shed�
light�on�sea�squirt’s�cell� lineage.�A�new�version�of� this�book�
authored�by�Professor�Satoh�will�be�published�before�long.�
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14th Annual Keio Science and Technology Exhibition
Date: December 13 (Fri.), 2013  10:00 ~ 18:00

Tokyo International Forum (Exhibition Hall 2, Basement 2)

Contents: Demonstration-oriented exhibit booths along with Technology Partnership Seminars 

and Round-table Sessions by researchers

Featured event: 

A panel discussion in commemoration of the 75th anniversary of the Faculty of Science and 

Technology

   Theme: “Emerging challenges in global tech leaders education” 

Main panelists: 

Mr. Koichiro Tsujino (Founder & CEO, ALEX Corp.) 

Mr. Michimasa Naka (CEO, StormHarbour Japan Ltd.)

Mr. Ken Endo (Associate Researcher, Sony Computer Science Laboratories, Inc.) 

Admission free. *No prior registration required. 
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   The first step for learning biology 
is to familiarize yourself with nature. 
Step out into the world of nature and 
observe or touch living things. Then 
you will feel an interest in and questions 
about them welling up. Once you have 
curiosity in natural phenomena, you will 
become inclined to investigate into the 
mechanism of such phenomena; this is 
the beginning of your enthusiasm for 
biology. Indeed, the study of biology 
begins with learning from nature. By 
putting yourself in the world of nature 
and interacting with living things, you 
will notice “the inherent beauty in living 
things.” 
   Exquisite patterns of tropical fish ... 
Emperor angelfish striped patterns are 
known to complicatedly change as it 
grows. The biologist Shigeru Kondo 
explains that such patterns are produced 
by “reaction diffusion waves” as predicted 

by Alan Turing, a British mathematician. 
The difference in striped patterns between 
full-grown fish and young fish is for the 
sake of “existence.” It is said to be because 
by acquiring its distinctive pattern the 
young fish can survive itself even when it 
has entered another fish’s territory. 
   In the United States, “periodic cicadas” 
are known – those cicadas that emerge on 
periodic cycles of 13 years and 17 years, 
the figures 13 and 17 being considered to 
be prime numbers. Why are these figures 
prime numbers? A theory goes like this: 
one there were more cicada varieties with 
various periodic cycles, but as the result 
of natural selection, only the cicadas with 
these periodic cycles have survived. 
   Turning to plants, flower heads of 
the broccoli variety “Romanesco” are 
arranged in a fractal pattern. Also, 
if you observe various plants for the 
leaf ing order (phyl lotaxis)  paying 
attention to the second leaf onward, 
the leaves come out in accordance with 
the Fibonacci sequence. Of course, the 

leaves themselves never intend to become 
Fibonacci numbers. Fibonacci numbers 
happen to be the result of what the plant 
is doing in the process of photosynthesis 
so that its leaves can efficiently receive 
sunlight. 
   The development of living things 
requires extremely complicated processes, 
so the resultant forms are widely diverse. 
However, whatever the species, organisms 
take very similar forms in a certain 
developmental stage (organogenesis 
period). The reason is not yet known. 
   When you feel like solving mysteries 
of the “beauty of living things,” it is 
advisable to approach life phenomena 
with a simple logic – they have struggled 
for existence over a period of countless 
years – or approach the question from 
the “evolution” or “natural selection” 
perspective. Then you will be able to find 
clues to the structure and physiological 
phenomena of the organism in question. 
And in the course of time, you will notice 
“striving to live” leads to “beauty.”

Editor’s postscript
   We worry ourselves about what composition we should use for the cover photo of each issue. For the 
photo for this issue, we adopted a composition of a lying subject, the first attempt ever. Saying that he 
did not mind lying to pose for photo at all, Dr. Hotta appeared wearing a shirt with a checkered green 
pattern. We asked him to take various poses to highlight the multicolored 3D model of a sea squirt he 
held in his hand. This process led to our discovery of unexpectedly new compositions. 
   Deeply suntanned as a result of collecting organisms outdoors and cycling, Dr. Hotta is a frank person 
typically wearing a T-shirt and short pants. But he devotes himself not only to research and education 
but also to hobbies.  (Yuko�Nakano)

Study Nature
Kohji Hotta
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Keio-Kanagawa Manufacturing Technology Center opened
Keio-Kanagawa Manufacturing Technology Center, 
located on the 1st floor of the Technology Center Bldg in 
Yagami Campus, opened on September 25.  The center 
was launched as part of the Ministry of Economy, Trade, 
and Industry’s project to promote local industries in 
Kanagawa area.  The center is equipped with cutting-
edge instruments specialized in film deposition, surface 
processing, and nanoprocessing technologies to evaluate 
prospective trial products for commercial application.  
All facilities in the center are widely open to public 
researchers and engineers as well as on-campus users.


